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FUNCTIONS AND CONTROLS 

�. DISPLAY 

�. MODE KEY 

�. UP/12/24 KEY  

�. WAVE KEY 

�. SNOOZE KEY 

 

�. DOWN �⁄ � KEY 

�. LOCK SWITCH 

�. BRACKET 

�. BATTERY DOOR 

OPERATION 

1. Open the battery door[9] and insert two AAA batteries, then the Hour, Minute, 

Second, Month, Date, Weekday and temperature will be shown on LCD screen. 

2. When you just inserted the batteries into the battery compartment, it will 

automatically detect the temperature once and the RCC will automatically 

receive the signal once. 

3. At this mode, press UP/12/24 key[3] to switch between the 12-hour system and 

24-hour system.                                           

4. Press DOWN key[6] to switch between the � and �. 

5. Press MODE key [2] to view the preset alarm time. 

6. At any mode (except ALARM mode), press SNOOZE key[5] once, the LED will 

be light up for five seconds. Press the button when unit is sounding at alarm 

time to stop the alarm immediately, but after five minutes, the unit will sound 

again. 

7. You can press any key to stop the alarm except the SNOOZE button[5]. If the 

unit is receiving the wave at preset alarm time, then it will stop receipt of wave 

automatically. 

8. The unit will detect the temperature once a minute. 



9. Press and hold the WAVE key[4] to receive the wave compulsively, if the tower 

icon is flashing that means it is receiving signal. If the unit doesn't receive the 

signal (i.e. there isn’t tower icon above the black line). 

10. The unit will automatically receive the local signal at 00:00AM, 02:00AM, 

04:00AM and 06:00AM in a day. If the unit has successfully received the time 

signal once (i.e. the tower icon won’t flash), it won’t receive again until next day 

(but you can press WAVE key[4] to receive compulsively again). The 

approximate maximum receiving time is 10 minutes. If failed in receipt within 

10minutes, then stop receipt immediately. 

11. When you are setting the alarm time or clock time, the unit can also receive the 

wave. 

Note: When the unit received DST signal, DST icon will be display at top 

right corner of the screen.   

 

ALARM MODE 

1. At normal display mode, press MODE key[2] to enter the alarm mode, you can 

press UP/DST[3] or DOWN key[6] to start the alarm function or not. You can 

see if there is a bell icon between the HOUR and MINUTE or not. 

2. Press MODE key[2] for 3 seconds to set the alarm, first the HOUR is flashing, 

press UP[3] or DOWN key[6] to adjust the value, press MODE key [2]again to 

set the minute, and press UP or DOWN to adjust the value. 

3. If any button weren’t pressed within 10seconds, it would return to the normal 

time display. 

 

TIME AND DATE MODE 

1. At normal time mode, press MODE key[2] for 3 seconds to set the HOUR that is 

flashing by pressing UP[3] or DOWN key[6]. If you confirm the set value, press 

MODE key[2] to set the next one that will be flashing, you can also set the 

minute-year-month-date by analogy. When you adjust the value by pressing 

UP[3] or DOWN key[6], if you hold the key, the value adjusted will be fast 

increased or fast decreased. 

2. If any button weren’t pressed within 10 seconds, it would return to the normal 

time display. 

 

LOCK FUNCTION 

When you push the LOCK Switch [7] at the right side of the unit close to the place 

with LOCK silkscreen, which means all functional keys are locked. 


